Lee County Fair Loosey Goose Chase
TEAM RULES
5/2/20
1) The captain/DD is responsible for sharing the rules with their team.
2) The captain/DD is the only one that should interact with the volunteers at the challenge sites so the stations are
not congested. Captains should check their team in and out at each challenge. Clues, point totals, etc will be
discussed with the captains and captains should confirm total site points are documented before moving to the
next challenge. Failure to do so could result in forfeited points.
3) ALL teammates must register during registration and bring a valid ID (21 years or older to participate).
4) Team captains MUST wear a wrist band so all volunteers and establishments can distinguish the sober
DD/Captain easily.
5) At least one person on each team should have access to our “Loosey Goose Chase” Facebook page.
6) Be considerate of ALL volunteers and establishments. They are the ones making this event possible!
7) Cheaters will be disqualified and/or points not allotted per the organizer’s discretion.
8) You are not required to drink alcoholic beverages. You can choose from various challenges equal in fun!
9) All registered teammates must start the race at 5pm together and finish the race at 8pm together to be qualified
participants. If a team/teammate is more than 10 minutes past the race start or end time the team could be
disqualified depending on the situation and at the organizer’s discretion. If more than 10 minutes past the race
start or end time the organizer could assess a penalty of 10 points lost for each minute late (starting with the
11th minute).
10) After 8pm end time, organizers will tally points and announce winners within 60-90 minutes of race completion.
Individual and team winners must be present to secure their prize.
11) Costumes, matching shirts, Lee County Fair or themed attire are all encouraged. Have fun with this, it may turn
into a challenge for additional points!
Challenges may consist of: Physical obstacles, brain teasers, eating, drinking, photo, scavenger, etc.
You will be given 3 hours to complete various challenges at specified locations located within Lee County (and most
likely within a 15 mile radius of the Fairgrounds). Each challenge could be worth individual or team points. Winning
team will be determined by most accumulated points in a 3 hour timeframe. You may not be able to complete all the
challenges in the designated time. Work quickly and strategically as a team. More specific rules will be provided to team
captains closer to the event.
Remember this is a fundraiser in support of the Lee County Fair. While competing there could be other donation
opportunities. Also you could be asked to complete challenges requiring small purchases (verified receipts, food, drink,
etc). You always have the right to decline challenge participation and move onward, but we would encourage bringing
some cash, small bills, and change.
BE RESPONSIBLE & HAVE FUN SO WE CAN MAKE THIS A YEARLY EVENT!!
DISCLOSURE: As a participant of this event in any way you agree the Loosey Goose Chase, Lee County Fair, nor any entity or individual involved is
responsible for any accidents, injuries, allergies, or any law enforcement matter(s) arising from the event. You are REQUIRED to designate 1 team
member to participate and operate your team vehicle, but not consume any alcoholic beverages or your team will be disqualified. There are stops
throughout the race where alcohol can be consumed should a participant choose to do so, however, Loosey Goose Chase discourages any personal
coolers be brought to the event or within any vehicle. This is a race, however the safety of you, your passengers, and others come first, and ALL
traffic laws should be obeyed. Organizers of the Loosey Goose Chase have discretion to disqualify any member or team at any time for any reason,
including but not limited to cheating. **No refunds.**
Questions/Rules/More Info: Facebook: Loosey Goose Chase | looseygoosechase@gmail.com | www.leecountyfairiowa.com

